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A. Qualifications

I am a scholar of municipal technology. I am a PhD Candidate at Harvard's School of Engineering
and Applied Sciences (graduating in fall 2020), an Affiliate at the Berkman Klein Center for
Internet and Society at Harvard, and a Research Fellow at the AI Now Institute at NYU.i My
research focuses on the governance and social impacts of new technologies used by city
governments. This research is informed by academic training as a data scientist, time spent
working for the City of Boston as a data scientist, and collaborations with city data officers (in
Boston, Seattle, San Francisco, and other cities) to develop effective and responsible privacy
policies. My relevant publications include The Smart Enough Cityz (a book that analyzes and
reviews the opportunities and dangers of smart cities) and "Open Data Privacy"3 (a report designed
for municipal officials, about the privacy risks of data collection and use and about strategies for
mitigating these dangers}. I have a Master's degree in Applied Mathematics from Harvard
University and a Bachelor's degree in Mathematics &Physics from Yale College.

B. Scope of Work

I am filing this report as a supplement to my first report, dated May 10, 2019. My comments in
this report reflect my review of the affidavit of Kristine Verner sworn on January 17, 2020, new
documents released by Waterfront Toronto and Sidewalk Labs, and new research and articles that
have been released since my first report. In particular, I have reviewed the following new
documents pertaining to the Quayside project:

- Master Innovation &Development Plan (MIDP)
- Master Innovation &Development Plan Digital Innovation Appendix
- Plan Development Agreement Threshold Issues
- Waterfront Toronto Draft Digital Principles
- Waterfront Toronto's MIDP Evaluation Consultation Discussion Guide
- DSAP Preliminary Commentary and Questions on Sidewalk Labs' Draft Master

Innovation and Development Plan (MIDP)
- DSAP Supplemental Report on the Sidewalk Labs Digital Innovation Appendix (DIA)
- Quayside Evaluation Committee Report

Based on my review of these documents, my opinions regarding the broad privacy risks of the
Quayside project remain the same as in my first report.

C. Executive Summary

Despite the statement made by Kristine Verner in her January 17, 2020 affidavit that the MIDP is
still "evolving" and so therefore should not be subject to litigation,a there is a vast weight of
e~~idence regarding the harms of the data collection proposed in the Quayside project (and the
likelihood of those harms arising). A great deal of scholarship and journalism have demonstrated

i I write only in my individual capacity, not on behalf of these organizations.
z Ben Green, The Smart Enough City: Putting Technology in Its Place to Reclaim Our Urban Future (MIT Press,
2019).
s Ben Green et al., "Open Data Privacy: Arisk-benefit, process-oriented approach to sharing and protecting
municipal data," Berkman Klein Center Research Publication (2017), http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-
3 : HIJL.InstRepos:3 0340010
a Iiristina Lynne Verner, Affidavit (2020), par 6.
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the close link between smart city style widespread data collection and privacy harms.s I find the
Quayside project to be insufficiently attentive to these risks, in particular to rely on a definition of
de-identification that goes against more than a decade of legal and technical scholarship regarding
data privacy. Given the known risks of widespread data collection and the lack of clear and
appropriate safeguards, I believe that the Quayside project will introduce severe privacy risks with
very likely privacy harms resulting. If such concerns related to privacy are allowed to bear weight
only after the plans are finalized, then more often than not it is too late for those concerns to be
meaningfully addressed.

D, Analysis

The Notice of Motion seared by Waterfront Toronto on January 17, 2020 states that "[t]he relief
sought in the Amended Notice of Application is premature."6 Reasons stated include that "[a]ny
harms that may arise from this Project, including any potential Charter breaches are speculative
at this time"~ (specifically noting that "[t]he privacy harms are also speculative"s) and that "[t]he
remedial action sought by the applicants is not justified as the link between the action and the
future harm is not capable of proof at this time."9

This position reflects a lack of attention to the multiplicity of risks intertwined with the pervasive
data collection that the Quayside project requires: this data can be used to re-identify individuals
and learn sensitive information about people's behavior, draw inferences about people's behavior
which can be used to manipulate and abuse individuals, and conduct widespread surveillance; it
can also be released to a wide range of actors through data breaches. Describing these risks as
merely "speculative" is contradicted by significant research and examples of the very real nature
of these risks, and the harms that result when these risks come to fruition (which they frequently
do). There is a great deal of literature demonstrating the close link between these forms of
pervasive data collection and the resulting privacy harms.lo The most effective way to prevent
these risks is not to view them as "speculative," but to view them as inherently intertwined with
data collection—and to work to counteract those risks with their pressing reality front of mind.> >

As security expert Bruce Schreier puts it, ̀ data is a toxic asset and saving it is dangerous.' is Once
data is collected, it is prone to be released. Moreover, once data is collected, it is prone to be used
in unexpected, unintended, and often harmful ways. These harms are not merely "speculative," as
V4'aterfront Toronto claims, but have been shown to be likely to occur.

s Ben Green, "The Responsible Ciry: Avoiding Technology's Undemocratic Social Contracts," The Smart Enough
City: Putting Technology in Its Place to Reclaim Our Urban Future (MIT Press, 2019),
hops://smartenoughcity.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/yvyv9j 2i.
~ Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation, Notice of Motion, (2020). par 30.
~ Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation, Notice of'l~iotion. par 31.
s Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation, Notice of Motion. par 32.
~ Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation, Notice of Motion. par 39.
io Green, "The Responsible City: Avoiding Technology's Undemocratic Social Contracts."
i ~ Green, "The Responsible City: Avoiding Technology's Undemocratic Social Contracts."
i2 Bruce Schreier, "Data is a toxic asset, so why not throw it out?," CNN (2016),
http://www.cnn.com/2016!03/01/opinions/data-is-a-toxic-asset-opinion-schneier/index.html (Accessed Apri128,
2020).

~a
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While it is true that the privacy harms listed in the Amended Notice of Application have yet to
occur, there is little that is speculative about the claims made regarding the potential privacy harms
of the Quayside project. A great deal of research and experience have demonstrated the significant
privacy harms that are intertwined with any form of pervasive data collection, even when security
and privacy measures such as de-identification are taken. This research was summarized in my
first report and in the chapter "The Responsible City: Avoiding Technology's Undemocratic Social
Contracts" of my 2019 book The Smart Enough City: Putting Technology in Its Place to Reclaim
Our Urban Future.i3 My key concern is that large-scale data collection can a11ow for sensitive
information to be revealed about individuals, even if each individual data point does not appear to
dc~ so. In addition, as described in my first report, pervasive data collection does not allow for
people to give freely given, informed, specific, and unambiguous consent to data collection. In its
own materials and presentations, Sidewalk Labs has acknowledged that "meaningful consent
cannot be reasonably or reliably achieved" in public spaces.la

Based on the current state of knowledge regarding privacy in smart cities, there should be a strong
presumption that instrumenting urban space with digital technology will result in privacy harms.~s
With this in mind, I believe that the onus is on the organizations proposing such initiatives to
praactively demonstrate that they have taken rigorous and comprehensive steps to prevent these
privacy harms from occurring, based on the full range of policy, scientific, and technical
knowledge about smart city privacy.

The recent documents from Waterfront Toronto and Sidewalk Labs do not demonstrate that the
Quayside project is taking the necessary steps to avoid the variety of privacy harms associated
with smart cities. Although both organizations state an interest in protecting privacy, the principles
and intentions stated in these documents are far too vague to provide the necessary evidence that
the project will not violate the public's privacy. Even the Waterfront Toronto Digital Strategy
Advisory Panel (DSAP) characterized the MIDP as "frustratingly abstract" and "overly focused
on the ̀ what' rather than the ̀ how."'16

W ith initiatives like the Quayside project, the specific details are of great importance: in particular,
precisely what data will be collected, how it will be stored, and how it will be used. Yet documents
like the Waterfront Toronto Draft Digital Principles and Sidewalk Labs' DIA continue to
emphasize distinctions of data that do not align with scientific research. In particular, they
emphasize de-identification as a viable privacy strategy, which has been well-documented for
mare than a decade as an insufficient privacy mechanism.

is Green, "The Responsible Ciry: Avoiding Technology's Undemocratic Social Contracts."
to Sidewalk Labs, Digital Governance Proposals for DSAP Consultation, (2018),
https://waterfrontoronto. ca/nbe/wcm/connect/waterfi-ont/41974265-8044-442a-93 51-
e28 ef6c76d70/ 18.10.15_S W T_Draft+Proposals+Regarding+Data+Use+and+Governance.pdf?MOD=AJPERES.
page 9.
~s Green, "The Responsible City: Avoiding Technology's Undemocratic Social Contracts."
is Waterfront Toronto's Digital Strategy Advisory Panel, DSAP Preliminary Commentary and Questions on
Sidewalk Labs' Draft Master Innovation and Development Plan (MIDP), (2019),
https://waterfrontoronto.ca/nbe/wcm/connect/waterfront/3 Oc682ff-8172-49dc-b f63 -
09b2a2fl 845a/DSAP+Preliminary+Commentary+-
+September+l0%2C+2019.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CONVERT TO=uri&CACHEID=30c682ff-8172-49dc-bf63-
09b2a2fl845a. page 8.
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The DIA divides data into four categories, based on sensitivity: non-personal data, aggregate data,
de-identified data, and personal information. The DIA states, "the majority of services do not
collect personal information. Moreover, the vast majority of data that would be created is non-
personal, aggregate, or de-identified."1~ Although seemingly reassuring, the substance of these
claims—based on the definitions of the key terms—is far less reassuring. The DIA states:~s

• "De-identified data is data about an individual that was identifiable when collected but has
subsequently been made non-identifiable."

• "Non-personal data is data that does not identify an individual and can include other types
of non-identifying data that is not about people."

"Personal information has a legal definition in Canada and is the subject of privacy laws,
including the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA)."

The definition of de-identified data is particularly concerning, as the DIA makes a false
equivalence between "de-identified data" and "non-identifiable" data. As I described in my first
report, de-identification is a poorly defined term and does not actually guarantee privacy or prevent
the re-identification of individuals.l9 This has been well known in the scientific and legal
communities for more than a decade now. Consider, for example, the conclusions of the 2010
article "Myths and fallacies of personally identifiable information":

"The versatility and power of re-identification algorithms imply that terms such as
"personally identifiable" and "quasi-identifier" simply have no technical meaning. While
some attributes may be uniquely identifying on their own, any attribute can be identifying
in combination with others. [...] The emergence of powerful re-identification algorithms
demonstrates not just a flaw in a specific anonymization technique(s), but the fundamental
inadequacy of the entire privacy protection paradigm based on ̀ de-identifying' the data.
De-identification provides only a weak form of privacy."?o

The United States President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) similarly
noted in 2014, "By data mining and other kinds of analytics, non-obvious and sometimes private
information can be derived from data that, at the time of their collection, seemed to raise no, or
only manageable, privacy issues. [... ]one can never know what information may later be extracted
from any particular collection of big data."al Waterfront Toronto's Digital Strategy Advisory Panel
has itself noted that "reliable de-identification is notoriously difficult to achieve."z? The Office of

Sidewalk Labs, Master Innovation &Development Plan Digital Innovation Appendix, (2019),
hops://quaysideto.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Sidewalk-Labs-Digital-Innovation-Appendix.pdf. page 44.
i s Sidewalk Labs, Master Innovation &Development Plan Digital Innovation Appendix. page 49.
i9 Green et al., "Open Data Privacy".
zo Arvind Narayanan and Vitaly Shmatikov, "Myths and fallacies of personally identifiable information,"
Communications of the ACM 53, no. 6 (2010).
~~ President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, "Big Data and Privacy: A Technological
Perspective," (2014).
22 Waterfront Toronto's Digital Strategy Advisory Panel, DSAP Preliminary Commentary and Questions on
Sidewalk Labs' Draft Master Innovation and Development Plan (MIDP). page 18.
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the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (OPC) has also noted, with regard to de-identification, that

"there always remains a risk of re-identification."is

Re-identification is possible in large-scale datasets, despite each record potentially seeming benign

in isolation, because it becomes possible to identify the unique patterns of individuals that are

contained within these datasets.z4 Another cause for these concerns about re-identification is the

masaic effect, also described in more detail in my first report. The mosaic effect occurs when

different datasets are combined to forma "mosaic" that identifies individuals and reveals private

infflrmation from datasets that are each, on their own, de-identified and seemingly non-

identifiable.?s The mosaic effect further increases the difficulty of stating that data is "non-

identifiable" or "non-personal": even if those designations did accurately describe a dataset on its

own, that does not guarantee that the data could not be combined with other data to become

identifiable.

A great deal of scholarship and evidence underlines these concerns about re-identification. For

example, in 2014, in response to a Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) request, New York City

released data detailing every taxi ride recorded in registered NYC taxis during 2013.26 The data

was meant to be anonymized and contained information about pickup time and location, drop-off

time and location, and the taxicab (in the form of license plate) and driver (in the form of medallion

number) involved in each trip. By analyzing the destinations of all the trips leaving from a specific

location, it was possible to identify the home addresses of several patrons of a Manhattan strip

club.a~ Via the mosaic effect, it was possible to combine this information with other information

that is available publicly online to identify the names of these patrons. Also through the mosaic

effect, by combining that data with published paparazzi photos, a data scientist found that it was

possible to identify where celebrities photographed getting into cabs were going.zs

Two studies further demonstrated the limits of de-identification by analyzing datasets that

contained the mobile phone location tracesa9 and credit card transactions3o of more than one

million people. Even though both datasets lacked direct identifiers (such as names)—the datasets

included just a random number corresponding to each person as well as the locations and times

that those people were tracked—it was possible to identify individuals and learn about their

behavior. Remarkably, because the data contained precise information about each person's distinct

zs The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, "Consultation on the OPC's Proposals for ensuring

appropriate regulation of artificial intelligence," (2020), https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/about-the-opc/what-we-

do;consultations/consultation-ai/pos_ai_202001/ (Accessed April 28, 2020).

za Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye et al., "Unique in the shopping mall: On the reidentifiability of credit card

metadata," Science 347, no. 6221 (2015).
is Green et al., "Open Data Privacy".
z6 Chris Whong, "FOILing NYC's Taxi Trip Data," (2014), http://chriswhong.com/open-data foil nyc_taxi/

(Accessed April 28, 2020).
a~ Anthony Tockar, "Riding with the Stars: Passenger Privacy in the NYC Taxicab Dataset," 1Veusta~~ Research

(2014), hops://research.neustar.biz/2014/09/15/riding-with-the-stars-passenger-privacy-in-the-nyc-taxicab-dataset(

(Accessed May 14, 2019).
zs Tockar, "Riding with the Stars: Passenger Privacy in the NYC Taxicab Dataset".

z~ Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye et al., "Unique in the Crowd: The privacy bounds of human mobility," ~~'atur•e srep.

3 (2013).
so de Montjoye et al., "Unique in the shopping mall."
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patterns, more than 90 percent of people could be uniquely identified with just four data points of
where they have been and when they were there.3i

As such, treating de-identified data as "non-identifiable" assumes that this data is anonymous and
more protected than it actually is, contradicting more than a decade of legal and technical
scholarship on data privacy.

All told, this calls into question the DIA's statement that "the majority of services do not collect
personal information."3a Personal information is defined by PIPEDA as "information about an
identifiable individual."33 The DIA notes, "The broad legal definition of personal information
includes any information that could be used, alone or in combination with other information, to
identify an individual or that is associated with an identifiable individual"3a and that "Information
will be about an ̀ identifiable individual' where there is a possibility that an individual could be
identified through the use of that information, alone or in combination with other information."3s

Yet as I just described, de-identified data can often be linked back to an identifiable individual,
whether on its own or through the mosaic effect. As the 2011 law review article "The PII Problem"
writes, "whether information is identifiable to a person will depend upon context and cannot be
pre-determined a priori."36 As such, it is not sufficient to limit "personal information" to attributes
such as "age, name, ID numbers, income, ethnic origin, or blood type," as the DIA does.3~ Instead,
because it is clear when it comes to de-identified data that "there is a possibility that an individual
could be identified through the use of that information, alone or in combination with other
information,"3a I believe that all of the "de-identified data" should be considered "personal
information" under the DIA's schema.

The entire framework of privacy and data governance rests on treating each category of data
appropriately. Yet if the definitions of key categories overstate the level of privacy for that type of
data, then the entire project is overstating the privacy associated with the collected data. Notably,
the flaws in terms like "de-identification" have been known for many years: by 2010 research had
clearly demonstrated these flaws, which have become only clearer and more pervasive in the
ensuing years. Given this state of knowledge within privacy research, the DIA's definitions for
"de-identified" and related terms call into question the entire framework of privacy and data
governance that Sidewalk Labs is proposing and that Waterfront Toronto is being asked to
approve.

si de Montjoye et al., "Unique in the Crowd."; de Montjoye et al., "Unique in the shopping mall."
s2 Sidewalk Labs, Master Innovation &Development Plan Digital Innovation Appendix. page 44.
33 "Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act," (2000),
https://www. canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/s c-2000-c-5/ 159208/s c-2000-c-S.htm i
sa Sidewalk Labs,l~Iaster Innovation &Development Plan Digital Innovation Appendix. page 49.
ss Sidewalk Labs, Master Innovation &Development Plan Digital lnnovation,4ppendix. page 271.
se Paul M. Schwartz and Daniel J. Solove, "The PII Problem: Privacy and a New Concept of Personally Identifiable
Information," NYU Law Review 86 (2011).
s~ Sidewalk Labs, Master Innovation &Development Plan Digital Innovation Appendix. page 271.
ss Sidewalk Labs, Master Innovation &Development Plan Digital Innovation Appendix. page 271.
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This issue of "de-identification" also calls into question the efficacy of "data minimization," which
is discussed in the DIA39 and Draft Digital Principles.ao Although data minimization is a good
practice, the value of data minimization depends on what data is considered (to use language from
the Draft Digital Principles describing data. minimization) "necessary for the provision of
identified and approved services that demonstrate benefit to individuals."ai Given that the
following bullet in the Draft Digital Principles is about "De-identification of personal data at
source," it would appear that data minimization is practiced to follow the standard of de-
identification set forth in the DIA. If this is the case, then given what I have described above about
the significant shortcomings of de-identification, the data that will be collected under this data
minimization scheme will still represent highly invasive data. collection that can be used to re-
identify individuals.

Several recent articles further demonstrate the significant risks associated with initiatives involving
any° form of pervasive data collection.

In December 2019, the New York Times published a series of articles describing the information
contained in a dataset of "more than 50 billion location pings from the phones of more than 12
million Americans as they moved through several major cities, including Washington, New York,

San Francisco and Los Angeles."42 The articles demonstrated how this information could be used
to crack the movements and behaviors of individuals without their knowledge or understanding,
ranging from an average person all the way to President Donald Trump.43

Notably, the New York Times obtained this data from an unauthorized source: a leak. As the
articles describe:

The data was provided to Times Opinion by sources who asked to remain anonymous
because they were not authorized to share it and could face severe penalties for doing so.
The sources of the information said they had grown alarmed about how it might be abused
and urgently wanted to inform the public and lawmakers. [...] Location data companies
argue that your data is safe —that it poses no real risk because it's stored on guarded
servers. This assurance has been undermined by the parade of publicly reported data
breaches — to say nothing of breaches that don't make headlines. In truth, sensitive
information can be easily transferred or leaked, as evidenced by this very story.a4

s9 Sidewalk Labs, Master Innovation &Development Plan Digital Innovation Appendix. pages 170, 226, 62-3, 73,

91-2.
ao Waterfront Toronto, Draft Digital Principles, (2019), https://quaysideto.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019(11/Final-
Draft-Digital-Principles.pdf. page 3.
a~ Waterfront Toronto, Draft Digital Principles. page 3.
a2 Stuart A. Thompson and Charlie Warzel, "Twelve Million Phones, One Dataset, Zero Privacy," The New York
Times (2019), hops://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/19/opinion/location-tracking-cell-phone.html
(Accessed Apri128, 2024).
a3 Stuart A. Thompson and Charlie Warzel, "How to Track President Trump," The New York Times (2019),
hops://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/20/opinion location-data-national-security.html (Accessed Apri128,
2020).
as Thompson and Warzel, "Twelve Million Phones, One Dataset, Zero Privacy".
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Whether through hacks, leaks, or sale, datasets collected by governments and companies often end
up in unexpected and undesirable places.

Given that perfect security of existing datasets is impossible,as proper security requires collecting
as little data as possible. The best way to secure data is to not collect it in the first place.

Data. can end up in expected or undesirable hands not just through illicit leaks, but through data
sharing that expands the use of information beyond its original scope and purpose. As part of a
smart city program, San I~iego has installed thousands of cameras and sensors into its streetlights.
This technology was intended to reduce traffic—yet even after several years "it's still unclear what
the data will ultimately be used for."a6 However, the video footage collected by the cameras has
attracted the attention of local police, which (as of August 2019) had viewed this footage in relation
to more than 140 cases. This is indicative of a broader pattern in smart cities: once data is
collected—no matter the purpose—it is likely to expand the functional surveillance capabilities of
law enforcement.a~ Whether it be traffic sensors, facial recognition technology,as corporate
databases,49 or cameras on doorbells,so data and video footage regularly end up being wielded by
police to expand surveillance.

Even when a company makes promises about how it will protect privacy, it may not end up
following through on those promises. A particularly salient example of this involves Google—the
founder and now (under Alphabet) sister company of Sidewalk Labs—and DeepMind.s~ When
Google subsidiary DeepMind began working on health data from the UK National Health Service,
DeepMind promised that this "data will never be connected to Google accounts or services." In
2018, however, DeepMind Health was integrated into Google, making the two entities closely
intertwined—precisely what DeepMind had previously promised would never occur. The
company's internal review board was also shut down at that time. Without a legal basis or
mechanisms of enforcement, promises regarding how data will or will not be used may not be
adhered to for very long. It is therefore insufficient for Sidewalk Labs and Waterfront Toronto to
simply articulate promises about what practices they intend to follow; even if these practices were
sufficient to protect privacy, the lack of legal enforcement ensuring that the principles are followed

as Shuman Ghosemajumder, "You Can't Secure 100% of Your Data 100% of the Time," Harvard Business Review
(2017), https://hbr.org/2017/12iyou-cant-secure-100-of-your-data-100-of-the-time (Accessed April 28, 2020).
a~ Joshua Emerson Smith, "As San Diego increases use of streetlamp cameras, ACLU raises surveillance concerns,"
Los Angeles Times (2019), https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2019-08-OS/san-diego-police-ramp-up-use-of-
streetlamp-cameras-to-crack-cases-privacy-groups-raise-concerns (Accessed Apri128, 2020).
a~ Kate Crawford et al., "AI Now 2019 Report," (2019), https://ainowinstitute.org/AI_Now 2019_Report.pdf
as Kashmir Hill, "The Secretive Company That Might End Privacy as We Know It," The New York Times (2020),
https://www.nytimes.com/202Q/O1/18/technology/clearview-privacy-facial-recognition.html (Accessed Apri128,
2020).
a~ Caroline Haskins, "3Q0 Californian Cities Secretly Have Access to Palantir," Vice (2019),
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/neapgg/300-Californian-cities-secretly-have-access-to-palantir (Accessed April
28, 2020}.
so Drew Harwell, "Doorbell-camera firm Ring has partnered with 400 police forces, extending surveillance
concerns," The Washington Post (2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/08/28/doorbell-camera-
firm-ring-has-partnered-with-police-forces-extending-surveillance-reach/?arc404=true (Accessed April 28, 2020).
s~ Alex Hern, "Google'betrays patient trust' with DeepMind Health move," The Guardian (2018),
hops://www.theguardian. com/technology/2018/nov/ 14/google-betrays-patient-trust-deepmind-healthcare-move
(Accessed Apri128, 202Q).
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means that there is no guarantee that privacy will continue to he protected throughout the duration
o~ the project.

Waterfront Toronto's position that the Amended Notice of Application is "premature" is also
concerning given a statement made in the affidavit of Kristina Verner sworn January 17, 2020:
that the organization has significant experience managing other "intelligent communities"
projects.sa The experience listed is not sufficient to warrant the dismissal of privacy concerns
regarding Quayside. Waterfront Toronto may have notable experience supporting the development
of high-speed Internet infrastructure, for example, but none of the experience entails the type of
pervasive data collection and data governance required in Quayside. Indeed, the Auditor General
of Ontario noted, "Up until the awarding of a project to Sidewalk Labs for the development of the
smart city, Waterfront Toronto had primarily handled traditional mixed-use developments. As a
result, it had limited experience in digital data infrastructure development."53

As a result, I do not believe that the prior experiences that Ms. Verner lists provide evidence that
Waterfront Toronto has relevant or sufficient experience with the privacy risks created by the
Quayside project, nor with the governance mechanisms and processes required to manage those
privacy risks. These projects do not provide evidence that Waterfront Toronto is equipped to
manage the large-scale data collection, and associated privacy risks, that are proposed in the
Quayside project.

Ire addition, the DIA introduces the notions of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and
Distributed Verifiable Credentials (DVCs). Although there may be other benefits to these
approaches. they do not alter my conclusions regarding the privacy risks associated with the
Quayside project. While these approaches may improve the security of data that is collected in
Quayside and slightly reduce the amount of personal information that is collected, because they
do not alter the broad scope or extent of data that is collected they do not alter my conclusions
about the privacy risks of the Quayside project. Indeed, DSAP has noted that SDNs "pose privacy
and surveillance risks that are ignored in Sidewalk's proposal"s4 and has questioned whether DVCs
"fit within a project of this nature and scope"ss and are "sufficiently established to depend on in
the initial stages of Quayside development."s6 More broadly, privacy concerns such as those
related to the Quayside project cannot be resolved through technical fixes alone, but instead require
integrating technical approaches with law, governance, and attention to social context.s~

sz Verner, Affidavit, par 15.
s3 Office of the Auditor General of Ontario, "Section 3.15: Waterfront Toronto," Annual Report 2018 (2018),
https://www.auditor.on.ca/en/content/annualreports/arreports/en18/vl 315en18.pdf. page 689.
sa Waterfront Toronto's Digital Strategy Advisory Panel, DSAP Supplemental Report on the Sidewalk Labs Digital
Innovation Appendix (DIA), (2020), https://quaysideto.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/DSAP-Supplemental-
Report-on-Sidewalk-Labs-Digital-Innovation-Appendix-DIA-Appendices-FINAL.pdf. page 72.
ss Waterfront Toronto's Digital Strategy Advisory Panel, DSAP Supplemental Report on the Sidewalk Labs Digital
Innovation ftppendix (DI,4). page 18.
s~ Waterfront Toronto's Digital Strategy Advisory Panel, DSAP Supplemental Report on the Sidewalk Labs Digital
Innovation Appendix (DIA). page 67.
s~ Woodrow Hartzog, Privacy's Blueprint.• The Battle to Control the Design of New Technologies (Harvard
University Press, 2018); Helen Nissenbaum, Privacy in Context: Technology, Polic}~, and the Integrity of Social Life
(Stanford University Press, 2009).
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E. Conclusions

There is a vast weight of evidence regarding the risks of the data collection proposed in the
Quayside project (and the likelihood of those harms arising). All told, these significant risks
challenge the statement made by Kristina Verner in her January 17, 2020 affidavit that the MIDP
is still "evolving" and so therefore should not be subject to litigation. ss Indeed, Waterfront Toronto
has already expressed support for 59 "digitally enabled solutions,"s9 suggesting that the project is
taking an increasingly tangible and less-evolving form. Moreover, scholars of technology have
long noted that the conception and architecture of technological systems significantly shape the
social impacts of those technologies.6o As noted above, a great deal of scholarship and journalism
have demonstrated the close link between smart city style widespread data collection and privacy
harms.6i As such, the broad strokes of the Quayside proposals—even if some specific details are
still to be worked out—convince me that the Quayside project will introduce severe privacy risks
with very likely privacy harms resulting. If such concerns related to privacy are allowed to bear
weight only after the plans are finalized, then more often than not it is too late for those concerns
to be meaningfully addressed.
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Haru~.rcl .4~3~lic~cl C`c,~c~gut.at,io3~ `?"~l: Critical Tl~iiskirig iri I?~ta Science (guest lecture)

Set~z~ It~ill t;a~`sveisi~v I,a~4v ~chocal Ia~stit,ute for P,rivary Prateckion Spring Cr_~nferenee.
Ltni~=er~ity~ of C~lif~rFii~, trvi~Ye
~~i~~a-z=zcrc~ St~ciolo~y ~~i.hl3: LTrbazr Pr~litics in f,he Global Git~ (guest lecture)
Berkrn~.n Klein C'ez~tcr Lclzict~ieon Se=ries
AC~I FA I'*

G~-iin.e i.ab ~~̀ e~~ York
~~I \rote InsLit,ute, STYLI

2€ll~ Straf~;~ic Lea~lers~ii~ I~eeelc~pmz>.n~ far Se~3ior VietF~arnese Gc~~~rnrn~n~ {~€ficials
1lrtetzoLab l~t~ntial $uin~nit (~~aci~i moderator)

L~ni~=crsi~r cif ~~ic~iarza C7st~i~t~nt ~~'~arkslio~ c~~ Srn~rt Cities
Prit~~c~~ Ta.4k Force [car i~ec~= .~erse~r 1%Sunir..ipalities
PA`i'~fT, (IGlIL ~.vc~rkshap)
~Iac;kisne F.c:arn3n~: ̀ I lie L}ebatc~; (IC~Tf~ tivarksho~>}

Hu~u2~aldt t7niversity of F3erlin Faculty of i.,~.iv

Bostxxi Cit.~> Council {iftvited c~purt testi~r~vzry}

F3~rkiriaa~ Iileir~ C~`4siter At~tornev Geiier~l ̀ I`ech ~oruzn

Set~.ot~ Hall Ila~~= Sehe.~ol lirtificial Iutelliger~cc~ an<3 Ghe I,aw Ctonferenee

21117 ~et.or~ Ha11 Iza:~v Schr~ol I~zstituGe for Priv~c~ F'rot~c[zcrn Conference on New and ~V~on~raditional

Ac2trrs in Pri~racy aii~3 Social Meziia ~?eguiatic~n

Catnl~rict~e CYiLp Gt~uncit {invit~cl expert ~estitncnY~
?vational ~Te>t~ork €r~r 5afe Cotzuntmities ~1'atiorial Cc~nEere~~ce

~(arv<~rd Data Privacy Lab Talks on I:ectizialogy Science

LibrePlF~ne~
Bc~stoti Area R.eseareli Inifia~ii~e Spi~i~ig ~'ot~fez~e~ace

F̀ ut;ure cif Privacy Forum STz7art Cities working {Troup

201 ~it~ cif ~"~snlaricto~ C}pen T)at~ £~eszew I3oarcl

I~igii~~t Gozi~~csunities Afid-Ie4u CiO Lc,aciers}iip Gro~ip ~fe~ting

2015 FiL7D

C1ollecl~ive ttitelligF~iee

F~ ESEnRCfi Harvard t3niverszty

~XFERIEN~E Co2n~uter Science Department Graduate research assistant
~a~aminvd juv~~ce aLgoritl~nas September 2E1i7 —Present

St.~tdc~in~ Glx~ ~crri~i imparts of risk a~sessment~s in the rsirziiz~~l justice system.

Berk~nat~ Center fc~r Internet & SacieLy L~lat~ ~averai~r~ce feliacu

}3s:,st 7~~~actices for ~r~~cr~ici~rzt ~~n goz~er~a~n.ce Januar~~ 2Q16 —August 2Q37

L7eveloped besz~ pr~rctices frsr l~ou cities; adage data and technology. Studied the privacy
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ini~licat.ions 1~ehznd open daxa and develc~~~~ing ~ #'rnme~e~c~rk tar assessing pri~~y risks whin

sharing d~k.a, Prc~~-icled resaur~es for cities to protect ~g~inst discrimination Evhen ni~,kirg

daca-driven decisians. Regularly convened svi~li ar~ci presented to mun cipnl leaders.

Yale University

Soetolvgy Llapartrnent R~;se~rch a4sistant

Gzan 2;~aale~~ce ua cry-r~j~~rea'~.s~g natworks January 2t}l4 - .7anu~ry 2017

St;tzE~iec~ t,2~~ struct~~r~ of criniinai net~vru-ks in ~i~hfi: t'~m~rica n cities and identified risk factors for

gurYsl~c~t ~°ict.irrrs. r~rtaiyz~d ponce reeorcis ern arre.~ts and slioa~ing~ to rr~c~ci~:i ~h~ diffi~~ian of gx~n

~ic~lence <~ s.n ep'sden~ir t~iat apreacls from person to person via social interactions. I~ei~elo~ed

a predictive ~nodc~l far l~~t~c~ is at; risk ~r~ be shot ~~tak out~erFr~rsns tr~ditic~nai a~pro~.t;h~s,

Har~a.rd Uniuersify.

Cosrx~uLer Science I}epartment Grac~t~flte researrl~ assistant
('olt~~tiP=~ ~i~rte~d~r~erac~ ~~t. trrvrtit~e ~r~lonirs Se~~tc~nlber 2€~1~ -May 2016

studying colle~ti~Fe intelIige,nce in tc>rmite colonies tp determine how termit~.~ pelf-or~a.~~ize to

c«Il~ct;ively coilstrucf r~~duncis. Desi~nec~ experiments ~n<t conducted field research in i~iatnit~i~.,

I)E:velo~ed ~irnizi~tic~ns tc~ infer t}~e soci~.I c~ynanzics i~~ self-r~rganizin~ gra~~ps ref t~rmi~~.s.

T̀ he Erie &Wendy Schmidt

Data Sciez2ce for Social Good

Summer Fellowsiiig Research fellacv

flritr~ rrai~zi~g far ~crbcaza ~~~~ti~Zazration <Tune 2Q14 -August 24?14

~lrorkeci with ~3x~ M.auor'~ Innor~=at:iat~ 'I'eatn in 1~Iemphis, TN to identify c2ata-drivQ.n strategies

kar urban revitilizatiot~. Deg°eloped a tttacltine learning classifier end interactive ~vebsi~e to Ize1p

~c~lic3rn-~akess aztd deveto~sers identity distressed houses in h~iemphis.

Y~tte I7niversity

P~~ysies DeF7~rttnent L;nder~;radnate senior thesis
I~raproved sarrtpling of gatrza~ clust~rzng September 2413 - ~r1ay ~OI4

I~nal~~zeci and ~leU~elo~aed algori#:Inns and ~t:a~istical r~fettFods ~a produce accurate sa.~npli~ig of

g~Iaxy cIt~st~rs for the 17ark ~zier~y Spectrascc~~ic Fnstrun~ent.

Yale University

1L'~ectxanzc~I Engineering Department Researct7 assistant

~:'gn.~;rr~era.f. grv~ig~ bFtza2stiar of i~r~scc~t s~cra~~s Septeruber 2(313 - Januar~~ 20i~

`u~kudiec~ tl~e erx~ergez~t: taehavior and compleac dynamics of znsect swarms. T~setl neY:4ti=ork a~pli-

cations f~ analyze t~lie interactions bet~ueei~ ~~airs of insec~~.

CERN Reseaz~ct~ assi~t,ant

S~rctistacal tests to detect eterae~tary par~txcies t~1ay 201 i -.July ?011

~r'4'arked on the ~1'I`LAS experiment of the I.ar~e H~dron Collider. Aiia.lyred tiecay~ patterns

cif tc~p q~i~rks to search for a Z bc>soit c~u~side of the S~andarc~ ~lacieI. ~`c~radue.Ged sfiaLisk,icai

an3i.}=ses ref p~rt.4cie collisions, cczmpaTir~g ~1~tan~e £~'arlr~ simulat,ioi~s with recorded fii'I.1#.S ciat~.

F'~ ok css.to~ar City of Boston

~x~cx-t~~rcE L}e~partrt~nt of Innovation &Technology T3~ta aal~~.l~'t~ict fellow

~l~izrazx:ipal data analyt~.~s caul poiic~ Jnrfe 2016 ~ y 201 i

t~orkt>d Por the Citywide linalytics Tp,~~n~ anaIuzin~ data anti cle~elo~sng policies to airl City

I~e~artn~ents imprat~e operations Intl ser~~ices. :~naluzed Fire T7epartment and E?41S responses

and made recommendation, fai• process in~pravements, including a pziot prc~gran~ that pairs

~ublir. health and tzledicat reso~irc~s tc~ res~nnd to certain incidents. t~i€led in Lhe des~elapnlent

of polieir:.s ~nci graetsces far ~ new open elate. pt~rtal.

City ~f New Haven

D~~~:xtmen~ of Transportafion Polic.~~ intern

I2nprr~~,%rty t~zanspaortatia~t e~ z~cy rx~zr~ safe ~~tay 2413 - I~1a3r ~~14

11~1~lyzed ?Vxe~v Haven's an-street. pt3rking regulfltic~ns and made c~~anges in yr<Ier to r~c3uce c;c~n-
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g~.s~iaix r~sici ail ~.caric~niic dcYelt~~~~~~~ent. Caare3iiiatc~e! arlrr~tion a~ ~~II~>l~~o~ie ~fl4zn~~~t tecta~rotagyr
iii rzzet~rs tl~a~~ghc7ut tt~e pity. ~oac~iveci an~ct inibz~sl~eci prr~cc~ss of crefltiag a ~,r~ffic gz~rdez~ for
1̀ deti~~ H~vetl_ i rc~t~ p~cl~~ctri~n r~i~ct bicycle Sn£ety ~~iides,

Desi~rt far Amerzc~~ nt l~aie "I"eani fc~t~s~cic;r ~zxd I~t~r3er
G'r~ra~a~~,y r~~-Gxst{~c t~i~;e z~2cks 5<~gt~r~tl>~r 201.2 — ~r1E~y 201
~~eai.~d a. te~za~ t~c~ prgn~c~t~t~ a ~t~orc sustK~inabte eycl~n~ eai~.=i~•~an~ne~it; in :'~icu '~iauc~r, ~nsti~t~ci
~~ac3 r~zr a g~rc~g~r~~ii n~.~tcltizi~ Icac;~1 zrr~ists tL~~d t~usinec~e~ #a r:rsate three eio~rnto~usi bike racks
tl~xz[~ dt~u~i~. t~s pttblie a~•t. ~?,~c~ivas~ ~ 2013 N~~~ Hauexr I~~Iayear's ~bnrm~,zs~i€:y ~z'~s Cr~rtL Cv fond
~rti~:tic F~ike rar~,l.ti t~hz~cau~I~crt.tt, ~r.}~= F€~~«~et7.

LitI, Ine. Research ~fid cieu~la~azne~zt intern
~fa.c:~t€a~~ Ieczr~~~~tg fns' carn~zate~' visaoz~ sVfay 201`L -- Aizgi~~t 20112
I7euelapecl niacl~ ne lc:~rn3ng end computer vision algoritl~f~~s for Ghe pl~o~.rrviewin~ a~>~Iic~Lic~n

~~'c~~ert. L~c~~-elca~ecf z~ clas.~ifi~r ~:c~ c~et.~rznine ~~~hether a picture ~~°mss taken inclr~c~rs or outdoors.
LT4c ~3 tech;piques wncla as Ic~gistic regrc~it~ii, gr~~11 c.lu~teriu~, u7c~ Bavesi~zn ~n~lysis,

'I`Er~CxI~G ~'~3c~1t~• iilerzil~er, t7~, Irvine ~l`~ctiizolagl~, Law~~, z~.i~c~ S~ac:i~~~ ~au~n~~iner I~~stitEtfca, Juri~ 2{12 .

C~urs~ <x,~istacit,, ~-tarv<u<~ L~~ Sct~oal R.espc>nsi~>c; Cornrz~uni~i~ L~~~, ~ttll ZOIfi.

I-Ie~ci te~c~~ing feiioi~, F~~rward ~c~~sipuf;er Scie~~cc I82: Artificial ~tz~elligence, Fail 20:15,

11~Satla ~i~€3 scir:iace coordi~~~~c~F•, Bt~iglY€~ Hail :~r~ciers~ic :~~1ex~itoria~ Pragrz~zz~ at Y~.3e.

'I~fi~or, ~'~I~ C;ollege Science ~txd C~~ia~~tit.~tiv~ Fteasar~ii~~ Cater.

SEEtvz~E ~'rc~gi <~~t £;omniitE.ee; Buck iz~ ~1I (;~TeurIPS ~varksl~r~p~ 2Q1F; ~'.on£erence t~z~ ~airnesc, ticccat~nt-

ataility, and ̀ ~'r~n~~ar~ucv (FA`I"~~ 2 19, Ini~z~~<~tz~c~~l t~C~T ~t~eb Sc#ertce ~onFeretice (WebSci)

2,€319, De~x~gg~i~~~; ?~1a~hix~e ~,~:~rniug l~foc~cls (I~~~~i. ~rr~rk~k~r~p) 2~JI~J> S~~techa~~isr~ ~?esign fc~r Sa

~i~al Gcsc~c} ~~C' st=orks~z~zp} COI<?

Revie~.~~: :~.1I I' l~re~ss (3x}; Fa g L}ata & .~'iacic:tr; C~ltiiine Inferznatiofr Re~~iew; Dzr.La lfinirig and

Ifnowledgc~ I)iscaver~=; ~~pj Digital I~~f~dicine
Institutional: Hari=arcs Grad~t~te Strident Uuiotz Ba.r~z~inic~~ Coirtsnittee Member
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CORPORATION OF THE CANADIAN CIVIL LIBERTIES
ASSOCIATION et al.
Applicants

-and- TORONTO WATERFRONT REVITALIZATION
CORPORATION et al.
Respondents

Court File No. 211/19

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
(DIVISIONAL COURT)

PROCEEDING COMMENCED AT
TORONTO

AFFIDAVIT OF BEN GREEN

FOGLER, RUBINOFF LLP
Lawyers
77 King Street West
Suite 3000, P.O. Box 95
TD Centre North Tower
Toronto, ON MSK 1 G8

Young Park (LSO# 43550E)
Tel: 416.365.3727
Fax: 416.941.8852
ypark@foglers.com

Robert B. Macdonald (LSO# 60512B)
Tel: 647.729.0754
Fax: 416.941.8852
rmacdonald a~fog(ers.com

Lawyers for the Applicants
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